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Abstract 

The exponential growth in demand of mobile Internet urges mobile network operators (MNOs) to 

increase the supply of wireless network capacity at a high pace. From this perspective, operators 

should not only obtain further network capacity but also make a more efficient use of the existing 

capacity. Latest developments in load balancing solutions address this challenge through two 

opposite evolution paths, cooperative and competitive. On the one hand, operator-driven 

cooperative solutions permit operators to trade spectrum capacity at wholesale level through e.g., 

Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) technologies. On the other hand, user-driven competitive 

solutions enable users to access and switch between different networks e.g., by adopting user 

multihoming capability and thereby intensifying retail competition. The deployment of these 

solutions determines the level of transaction and switching costs and consequently the level of retail 

competition and wholesale trading of spectrum capacity in a mobile market. This paper analyzes the 

effects of decreasing these costs in different mobile access scenarios, by employing agent-based 

modelling. Thus, the performed simulations aim to understand the effect of load balancing 

technologies on market performance. Finally, the paper suggests policy implications for different 

markets. 

Key words: transaction costs, switching costs, load balancing, dynamic spectrum access, user 

multihoming, wholesale trading and retail competition 

1. Introduction 

The mobile Internet market is presently characterized by an exponential growth in demand of 

capacity due to a high variety of new services. Thus, mobile network operators (MNOs) are pushed 

to respond to this increase not only by building a new network infrastructure but also by exploring 

and adopting diverse load balancing technologies. Different technologies yield control of load 

balancing to different actors in the mobile Internet market. Operators could obtain additional access 

to spectrum by means of Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) technologies, such as Cognitive Radio 

Systems (CRS)
1
, which can be developed as operator-driven cooperative solutions. DSA 

technologies aim to dynamically access the so-called spectrum holes, which are unused pieces of 

                                                      
1
 Cognitive Radio (CR) refers to the original concept introduced by Mitola (2000), in which users access dynamically 

the spectrum. CRS is a general framework defined by ITU, which standardizes technologies aiming to access 

dynamically the spectrum, which can be both user or operator driven. DSA is the most general term to refer to all those 

technologies accessing dynamically the spectrum.   



spectrum in time or frequency. On the other hand, users could employ multihoming capabilities
2
 to 

switch from an MNO to another and thus the resulting load balancing is developed as user-driven 

competitive solutions. The ability of all industry actors, including network and handset vendors, 

mobile operators and users, to choose a certain solution depends on the structure of the mobile 

market, specifically, on the level of transaction costs between operators and switching costs of 

users. Low transaction costs facilitate operator-driven, while low switching costs facilitate user-

driven solutions. However, the availability of technologies and the adopted regulations in each 

market affect the level of these costs. 

Both developed and developing markets require load balancing technologies to increase their 

mobile Internet supply. Mobile markets highly differ in terms of the market structure, which can be 

measured through several variables, such as the number of MNOs, level vertical integration of 

MNOs, average revenue per user (ARPU), and churn rate. The overall market structure determines 

the level of transaction and switching costs, and therefore, the capability to adopt operator-driven 

and user-driven solutions may vary from a market to another. 

The economic theory suggests that a scarce resource, such as spectrum or network capacity, is 

employed efficiently when it maximizes the surplus of consumers and producers (Furubotn and 

Pejovich, 1972). Low switching costs increase retail competition but at the same time they may 

disincentivize network investment, because they lower retail prices and reduce operator profits
3
. 

MNOs may rather favor lowering transaction costs to decrease their production costs. At the same 

time, they typically strive to avoid decreasing switching costs. Regulators around the globe have 

employed different approaches. In many markets, they have pushed switching costs down e.g., by 

allowing mobile number portability (MNP) or handset unbundling. At the same time, many 

regulators have assigned the mobile spectrum to few MNOs and push them to trade network 

capacity at wholesale level by means of infrastructure sharing, roaming agreements, and allowing 

Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO). Similarly, load balancing technologies may impact 

the level of retail competition and wholesale trading between MNOs.  

The structure of the mobile market is typically identified with its performance. For example, 

Cricelli, Grimaldi and Ghiron (2011) affirm that the type and structure of operators, in particular the 

level of vertical integration (at service and network levels) and the existence of MVNOs affects the 

market performance. In addition, Lundborg, Reichl and Ruhle (2012) analyze how spectrum 

allocation affects mobile competition, since the type and amount of spectrum clearly present 

differences in costs for network deployment. Finally, Whalley and Curwen (2012) claim that also 

some historical issues, such as the role of the incumbents and new entrants, affect the status of 

competition. In fact, markets in Europe usually possess a strong incumbent with a significant first 

mover advantage, and new entrants (especially those with 3G license only) have encountered 

difficulties in challenging these incumbents. 

                                                      
2
 Multihoming refers in this context to any mechanism, solution or protocol enabling the user to maintain several 

concurrent and active subscriptions to different MNOs. For a detailed explaiation on multihoming mechanisms, see 

Suomi, H. (2014) 
3
 According to Schumpeter, there is a positive relationship between monopoly power and technological innovation. This 

conjecture was firstly criticized by Scherer (1967), who introduced the idea of an inverted U-shape relation between 

competition and innovation. Aghion et al. (2002) formalized this relation. 



The role of wholesale trading and its connection with retail competition has been understudied in 

the mobile telecommunications industry. In other markets, this issue has been more widely 

addressed, in particular in the electricity and energy markets. A number of authors emphasize the 

importance of retail competition and wholesale trading for the performance of this market. For 

instance, Bohi and Palmer (1996) report that while retail competition achieves lower electricity 

prices, wholesale trading may encourage better investments. Mirza and Bergland (2012) emphasize 

the role of user prices as a signal for attaining efficiency in energy allocation, while Goulding, 

Rufin and Swinand (1999) claim in this same line that a lack of true retail competition results in 

wholesale prices providing wrong signals. Finally, Polo and Scarpa (2013) suggest that an 

introduction of a compulsory wholesale market generates retail competition. The conclusions 

obtained from the energy and electricity markets are relevant for mobile telecommunication market, 

even though the levels of costs are naturally different.    

In the telecommunications field, a number of authors have investigated the relation between retail 

competition and wholesale trading, but have applied different terminology. Markendahl (2011) 

analyzes the competition and cooperation mechanisms between MNOs, while Hazlett (2006) studies 

the dynamic of competing networks with compulsory infrastructure sharing. In general terms, they 

indicate that even though competition is usually favored by regulators, an excessive competition 

may lower the level of investments and thus, in some cases, wholesale trading mechanisms between 

firms result in additional gains for the industry. In practice, a regulator can mandate incumbent 

operators to provide competitors with access to their facilities or may prefer to encourage facilities-

based competition. In any case, legislators should regulate the wholesale trading between operators, 

to avoid the risk of non-competitive behaviors.  

This paper aims to understand the effects of transaction and switching costs on the mobile market 

performance by comparing the operator-driven load balancing solutions against the user-driven 

ones as a means to match the increasing mobile demand with the network supply. In concrete, this 

work responds to the following questions.  

1) When should a regulator favor the strategy of lowering transaction costs and /or switching costs?  

2) Are they complementary or substitute strategies? 

With this purpose, this paper continues the analysis started by Suomi, Basaure and Hämmäinen 

(2013), which identifies the future phases for mobile access competition and the technologies 

lowering the transaction and switching costs. From a methodology perspective, this study employs 

agent-based simulations to analyze the overall effect of many interacting agents with changing cost 

conditions.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the evolution of transaction and switching 

costs in the mobile market and Section 3 describes the chosen method for this analysis. Section 4 

performs the simulations and presents the results whereas Section 5 discusses the implications of 

the findings on concrete country cases and section 6 briefly concludes the study.  



2. Background 

Transaction and switching costs are the two key cost elements which affect the dynamics and 

structure of a market. Transaction costs are induced when employing the price mechanism offered 

by the market for performing an economic transaction. The importance of these costs was firstly 

introduced by Coase (1939). More recently, Barzel (1982) and Allen (1991) defined transaction 

costs as those of transferring, capturing and protecting property rights. This last definition is 

especially suitable when transferring the usage right of natural resources, such as spectrum. The 

level of transaction costs may explain, for instance, the level of vertical integration of an industry. 

Regarding these costs, changes in transaction conditions achieve a restructuring of the industry due 

to increased efficiency (Ulset, 2007). Low transaction costs increase efficiency by diminishing 

opportunistic behaviors of agents
4
 (Hill, 1990). On the contrary, an increase in transaction costs 

results in governance deficiency explained by agency costs and a market restructuring characterized 

by expansion to non-related activities (e.g. vertical integration). 

 

Switching costs, on the other hand, are seen as barriers to new products or service providers to enter 

a specific market, and are defined as one-time costs that a buyer faces when switching from one 

provider to another (Porter, 1980). Burnham et al. (2003) characterized switching costs by 

classifying the types of resulting costs into financial, procedural and relational. For example, if a 

company considers switching its component supplier, it will incur in monetary and procedural costs. 

Monetary costs refer to the expenses caused by annulling the present and setting up the new supply 

contract. Procedural costs are often measured in time and effort required to tender all suppliers. 

The transaction and switching costs have also affected the dynamics of telecommunication 

throughout its history and will continue shaping the future of this market. The emergence of new 

technologies and changing regulations impact the level of these costs. This chapter describes the 

evolution of these costs in the mobile telecommunications market. In addition, it introduces the 

emerging load balancing technologies in different telecommunication layers, which may impact 

transaction and switching costs in the future. 

2.1 Evolution of transaction costs in the mobile market  

From the liberalization of mobile telecommunication markets at the end of the 80s and the 

beginning of the 90s, many countries have harmonized their mobile network standards to achieve 

lower transaction costs due to standard compatibility that facilitates trading between operators. Low 

transaction costs induce efficiency through reallocation of network resources at different levels, 

such as spectrum, network capacity, and physical location of infrastructure (Basaure, Marianov and 

Paredes, 2014). Additionally, regulatory authorities can reduce transaction costs to increase market 

efficiency and trading between operators, for example, by fixing interconnection prices or 

demanding operators to separate their network from their service operations to allow network 

access to multiple service operators at non-discriminatory prices
5
. Furthermore, the regulator has 

                                                      
4
 this refers to the economic meaning of opportunism, which means a self-interest seeking with guile and not to an 

engineering perspective, which may imply an increase in efficiency 
5
 This also facilitated the entrance of MVNOs. 



enforced infrastructure sharing
6
 to enable all industry actors to enjoy equal opportunities for 

competition. Nonetheless, it has been historically difficult for regulators to maintain equilibrium 

between forcing and permitting network capacity trading at wholesale level. For instance, Hazlett 

(2006) claims that compulsory infrastructure sharing raises the costs of infrastructure if the 

conditions are favorable for the new entrant, or it can stimulate too little entry, if conditions are 

favorable for the incumbent. To illustrate the challenges of this balance, Cave (2006) suggests that 

regulators set an access charge which increases over time, and thus encourages new entrants to 

climb the ladder of investment, providing them with time for investing in not replicable assets. Even 

though this approach has been well received by some regulators, it has also earned criticism 

(Bourreau, Doğan & Manant, 2010).  

All the above mentioned mechanisms (interconnection, access charging, and separation between 

network and service operators) promote wholesale trading by diminishing transaction costs between 

MNOs and have been imposed by the regulator to increase market efficiency. On the other hand, 

similar mechanisms have been favored by mobile operators, resulting in voluntary wholesale 

trading. Such mechanisms include roaming agreements at national or international levels, strategic 

agreement with MVNOs and infrastructure sharing at certain agreed locations to make the service 

offer more cost efficient
7
. These trading mechanisms have been studied by Markendahl (2011), who 

concludes that voluntary trading
8
 of network resources between MNOs will continue to be relevant 

for mobile operators in the future, since it usually implies higher revenues and no negative impact 

on operators. 

Infrastructure sharing is currently better conceived as a cooperative process rather than one imposed 

by the law. For example, Hazlett (2006) finds that mandatory network sharing regimes may 

effectively increase competition on a retail level, but at the expense of diminishing investment for 

infrastructure. In this same line, Kim et al. (2011) show that the mandated provision of mobile 

access to MVNO results in less infrastructure investment, while voluntary access provisioning has 

no negative effect on investments.    

In this context, DSA technologies decrease transaction costs, allowing operators to share and trade 

their spectrum to attain higher efficiency by employing the spectrum holes. DSA technologies are a 

means to create a market mechanism, which incentivizes wholesale trading by diminishing 

transaction costs. An efficient wholesale market can also favor competition by decreasing entry 

barriers.  

However, the costs related to coordination between operators may sometimes exceed the benefits 

achieved through this coordination. For instance, Kang (2014) performs a techno-economic analysis 

to evaluate the cost of coordination for different small-cell solutions which employ dynamic 

                                                      
6
 One such example is the sharing of antenna locations, which allows all operators to enjoy a similar position for 

locating base stations.  
7
 Voluntary infrastructure sharing between MNOs can have many forms, depending on the agreement. It may happen at 

location level (share of masts) or at network level (share of base stations). The reasons for sharing are diverse, may be 

to decrease costs of network implementation or because one of the involved parties lacks e.g. spectrum licenses for 

deploying one particular network technology.     
8
 The author employs the term cooperation. This paper prefers the term trading, which emhasizes the economical 

perspective, since resources are traded in exchange for an economical value. In the case of infrastructure, sharing is 

defined through a legal contract, which also can be understood as a trading.   



spectrum access. The author concludes that solutions lacking coordination such as Wi-Fi still have 

an advantage in many scenarios with respect to solutions providing a more coordinated access.   

DSA technologies define a set of protocols and standards, most of them still under development, 

such as those related to IETF, 3GPP and ETSI organizations. For example, ETSI focuses on the 

development of sensing technologies, such as the functional topology for software defined radio 

(SDR) (Mueck et al., 2010). On the other hand, IETF has put effort to DSA standardization. Its 

most relevant work is the standardization of spectrum database through the protocol for accessing 

white spaces or IETF PAWS (Manusco, Probasco & Patil, 2013). 3GPP is improving the spectrum 

usage within one operator network through LTE carrier aggregation (Yuan et al., 2010), or even 

between LTE and Wi-Fi networks (Alkhansa, Artail & Gutierrez-Estevez, 2014), which allow to 

transmit the traffic coming from one source through different frequency bands and thus improving 

the spectrum utilization. 

These latest developments of DSA technologies are pushing for two opposite scenarios leveraging 

spectrum efficiency. An operator-driven scenario is being achieved by technologies which allows 

operators to mutually balance the traffic load and network resources. On the contrary, a user-driven 

scenario is being achieved by technologies which allow the user to access the network resources 

according to his/her needs. DSA technologies (such as spectrum database and sensing technologies) 

can be deployed for operators as a means to trade their unused spectrum to other operators or may 

provide the user access to the unused frequencies of the spectrum. In other words, the difference 

between these two scenarios resides on who is making the decision on spectrum or network 

utilization rather than on the employed technology. 

From this perspective, a user-driven evolution of DSA technologies boosts the level of retail 

competition, while an operator-driven evolution increases the wholesale trading of network capacity 

and spectrum resources. 

2.2 Evolution of switching costs in the mobile market 

There is a common view that a decrease in switching costs intensifies competition, causing prices to 

drop at a retail level. Thus, the lower the switching costs, the fiercer the price competition, which 

consequently reduces operator profits (Farrell and Klemperer, 2007). In many occasions, a decrease 

in switching costs can achieve an increase in social welfare. However, this may not be always the 

case. Many authors (Aghion et al., 2002; Hazlett, 2006; Markendahl, 2011) have suggested that an 

excess of competition has a negative impact on investment and therefore may reduce the social 

welfare. In addition, Bouckaert et al. (2012) claim that even though a proportional
9
 decrease in 

switching costs increases competition and social welfare, a lump-sum
10

 decrease in switching costs 

may soften competition and reduce the social welfare. Finally, Chen (2011) affirms that the role of 

switching costs critically depends on the strength of the network effect and on the quality of the 

alternative option. 
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 A proportional decrease arises when consumers with high switching costs enjoy a higher absolute decrease than other 

consumers. 
10

 A lump-sum decrease arises, for example, when enhanced compatibility cuts the adaptation cost by a certain fixed 

amount, irrespective of the initial level of switching costs. 



In practice, regulators have historically reduced user switching costs to drive market competition. 

Examples of such reduction are the unbundling of a device and a connectivity service as well as the 

implementation of mobile number portability (MNP). For instance, Tallberg et al. (2007) describe 

the effect handset bundling (and thus increasing the user switching costs) on the Finnish market. In 

Finland, handset bundling was allowed since the introduction of 3G services in 2006 and it had a 

strong positive effect on the introduction of new mobile services. In addition, the introduction of 

MNP by regulators has stimulated the entrance of new operators, such as MVNOs. However, the 

impact of MNP on competition depending highly depends on the type of implementation. While 

Sanchez and Asimakopoulos (2012) claim that the results of MNP have been diverse across Europe, 

Shin (2006) affirms that US operators have maintain high switching costs despite the MNP 

implementation. In the case of Japan, operators are highly vertically integrated and therefore a MNP 

implementation may have limited impact on switching costs (Nakamura, 2010). 

In most western countries (including Europe and USA), the dominant model for providing mobile 

services is the single-homed. This means that the user has only one single contract with an operator 

attached to a specific device. To switch to another operator, a mobile user needs to cease the 

contract with the current MNO and set up a new one by acquiring a new subscriber identity module 

(SIM)
11

. In some emerging markets, however, users are adopting multihoming devices, which 

support several subscriptions with different mobile operators. For example, in India and China users 

actively use multi-SIM mobile phones and tablets (Sridhar, 2012; Tech2, 2013). The multihoming 

functionality highly decreases switching costs because the user can instantly switch to a desired 

operator when the required contracts have been set-up. 

Embedded SIM (eSIM) (GSMA, 2014) is another interesting direction of development, which 

reduces switching costs. The primary purpose of eSIM is to foster the development of machine-to-

machine (M2M) communications since the MNO subscription can be updated remotely without the 

need to change the physical SIM card. The eSIM specification may also allow two active profiles of 

MNO (i.e. multihoming) which could be used interchangeably between the user sessions. eSIM 

would further decrease the switching costs, consequently intensifying the retail competition. 

Furthermore, mobility and multipath protocols make user switching between MNOs even more 

dynamic. These protocols are being developed in the IETF at different Internet layers, but they are 

not yet widely deployed (Suomi, 2014). They aim for better utilizing the network resources and thus 

improving the quality of experience (QoE). These protocols One such example is the Multipath 

Transmission Control Protocol (MPTCP), which is already implemented in Apple’s operating 

system (iOS7) (Bonaventure, 2013). MPTCP is capable of switching the user connection 

automatically from one operator to another (even in the middle of an online session) or, 

alternatively, using simultaneously two paths (passing through different access networks). The 

protocol makes the switching decisions according to a pre-coded algorithm in terms of, for example, 

performance on each path. This means that any MPTCP-like protocol would reduce switching costs 

practically until zero. 
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 Note that users having a device with Wi-Fi and cellular interfaces are already capable of multihoming if the cellular 

and Wi-Fi networks are overlapping each other. 



3. Method 

Behind the research question of this paper resides the problem of balancing retail competition and 

wholesale trading. While decreasing transaction costs allows operators to trade between them, 

decreasing switching costs forces operators to compete at a retail level. As stated in the 

introduction, this paper aims to analyze and compare these two evolution paths. With this purpose, 

this analysis considers DSA technologies as being operator-driven, while considering multihoming 

capabilities as being user-driven. 

When analyzing transaction and switching costs, the mobile market should be considered as a 

complex and evolving system (Tesfatsion & Judd, 2006), which usually deviates from the economic 

equilibrium, in which the demand matches the supply. While classical economics study the 

equilibrium, other posterior methodologies emphasize the evolving perspective of the entire system. 

Agent-based Computational Economics (ACE) models the dynamic behavior of an economic 

system consisting of interacting agent. This economic system is adaptive and complex in nature, 

meaning that its units (i.e. agents) react according to certain environmental conditions. Other 

methodologies, such as System Dynamics modelling, study the dynamic behavior of the entire 

system from a top-down approach. On the contrary, agent-based modelling (ABM) focuses on the 

behaviors of agents from a bottom-up approach. 

This study employs ABM to analyze the interaction of multiple agents in an evolving mobile 

market, affected by a gradual decrease of transaction and switching costs. ABM is the most suitable 

methodology given the dynamic behavior of the users and operators, since they constantly react to 

certain conditions of costs. Moreover, since the most probable path of this evolution is still 

unknown, ABM simulations provide a feasible means to analyze several future scenarios. 

There are a number of studies analyzing transactions costs through an ABM approach. Klos and 

Nooteboom (2001) study the trading between firms by incorporating trust into a transaction cost 

analysis and thus evaluating the role of this behavior under different market conditions. Yoon, 

Hwang and Weiss (2012) compare different mechanisms of secondary spectrum trading by 

estimating the economic value of spectrum transactions. In other fields, Nguyen, Shortle, Reed and 

Nguyen (2013) simulates water quality trading considering asymmetry of information and 

transaction costs, concluding that both bilateral and clearinghouse mechanisms yield to cost saving. 

Finally, Zhang, Zhang and Bi (2011) study the effect of transaction costs on emission trading 

markets based on real data, concluding that transaction costs are still high and can block emission 

trading and decrease market efficiency. 

On the other hand, several studies evaluate user switching costs of mobile services at different 

markets. For example, Grzybowski (2008) estimates the switching costs of mobile market by means 

of a regression analysis, arguing that these costs are already low in the UK due to an early MNP 

implementation. Other authors, such as those mentioned in section 2.2, estimates the effect of 

decreasing switching costs (through MNP) on churn rate and on the overall market performance. 

There are very few studies employing an agent-based approach to analyze switching costs. One 

such example is performed by Liu, Zhang, Xu, Andersen and Xu (2014). 



This study performs a bottom-up analysis of the behaviors of mobile operators and users, which 

evaluates the effect of the changing conditions of transaction and switching costs on the mobile 

market. From a methodology perspective, this study presents a novel approach to incorporate the 

transaction and switching costs into the study of an evolving market. 

4. Analysis of MNO and user interaction to match demand with supply 

This section describes the model, its assumptions and the obtained simulation results for a scenario 

consisting of mobile operators and users, which interact to match the mobile demand with the 

network supply. 

4.1 Simulation model and setup 

The simulation considers three mobile network operators (MNO) and sixty users with different 

traffic characteristics, each user being subscribed to one of the three existing MNOs. In the 

simulated area defined as 2 km x 2 km (4 km
2
), each MNO has four base stations, each base station 

having a radius of 0.5 km of coverage. Base stations are located depending on the scenario, in an 

overlapping and not-overlapping fashion. Mobile users move randomly (the direction is determined 

through a random walk algorithm) at a constant speed (2.5 km/h), and their average traffic 

requirements changes randomly from 10 to 30 Mbps, depending on the utilized service. The 

assumptions of the simulation are intended to represent a realistic scenario, which at the same time, 

are as simple as possible. In this way, the simulations permit to obtain accurate enough results, 

which are robust to the assumptions. See Appendix I for a list consisting of the simulation 

parameters. 

The simulation scenarios are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 illustrates the simulation setup for 

MNOs, the left side for network overlapping case and the right side for network with less 

overlapping (herein referred as non-overlapping case). Fig. 2 shows the model implementation 

performed with Repast Symphony 2.0, which is a simulation tool available online. 

 



Fig. 1: Simulation setup for the MNO scenario. Each triangle represents a base station, each color 

indicates a MNO. Circles illustrate the coverage of base stations. 

a)   b)  

Fig. 2: Implementation of the simulation performed with Repast Symphony 2.0. Each color 

indicates a particular MNO. When a user is attended, he/she gets the color of the attending MNO. a) 

Overlapping network topology, b) non-overlapping network topology  

 

4.2 Modelling transaction and switching costs 

In each simulation cycle, users can change their operator depending on the experienced quality of 

service (QoS) and their switching costs. In addition, operators can buy or sell spectrum capacity, 

depending on their transaction costs and the available demand for that spectrum. Fig. 3 describes 

one simulation cycle for the agent-based modelling of transaction and switching costs.  



Begin

Initialize users 

and operators

Users moves

randomly

Users generate service 

demand randomly

Operators buy or /and sell spectrum in spectrum 

market based on transaction costs

Users are 

attented 

Finish 

simulation?

Finish

Cycle (timestamp = 3 minutes)

no

Yes

Run Simulation

Users decide on changing 

MNO based on perceived 

QoS and switching costs

Users choose 

operator

Low switching

 costs ? 

yes

no

Operators calculate their 

experienced demand from 

users

 
Fig. 3: Agent based modelling representation for one simulation cycle. 

 

Table 1 shows in more detail how this model defines transaction and switching costs for the 

simulations. Switching costs consist on the easiness of the user to change from one operator to 

another. A user changes MNO, if the perceived benefits of belonging to that new operator in present 

value exceed his/her switching costs
12

. To evaluate the change, the user bases the decision on 

(his/her) own experience and on the availability of information. In this model, the user is able to 

obtain the information on which MNO is offering the best QoS in his/her current location (the base 

station, which has the highest available capacity). The capability of correctly assessing this 
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 See Courcoubetis and Weber (2003) for a mathematical formulation. 



information will depend on the available technology. For instance, information on network quality 

may be available in online databases, which requires from the user to search that information. 

However, multihoming capabilities may already offer automated mechanisms to provide users the 

ability to switch from one network to another, with little or no effort. Switching costs are considered 

high when the user is ready to experience many failures in the QoS before changing the operator 

(after 5 failures for this case). When switching costs decrease to a medium level, the user changes 

the operator after less number of perceived failures in QoS (after one failure in this case). Finally, 

when switching costs are low, the user is able to choose the base station with the best QoS offering 

each time he/she is accessing to the network. The best QoS is defined for this case as the base 

station possessing highest level of available capacity. 

Transaction costs are defined herein by the minimum number of user located in the coverage area of 

other operator required to successfully perform a spectrum transaction. Thus, the total cost level due 

to spectrum transaction is divided in the number of users involved in the transaction. High 

transaction costs require a high number of users involved in a beneficial transaction, and 

consequently the required number of users decreases with the costs. In this model transaction costs 

are high when a minimum of 5 user are required to perform a spectrum transaction between two 

base stations belonging to different MNOs. In a similar way, transactions costs are medium when 

the minimum required number of user is 3. Finally, transaction costs are low, when only one user is 

enough to perform successfully a spectrum transaction between two MNOs.    

Table 1: Definition of switching and transaction costs for the simulations. 

 Switching costs Transaction costs 

Number of 

experienced 

failures, after 

which the user 

change operator  

Choose best base 

station every time? 

Critical number of users 

to make agreement 

between MNO´s BSs. 

Low NA Yes 1 

Medium 1 NA 3 

High 5 NA 5 

  

4.3 Simulation results 

This section presents the simulation results for the scenario described in sections 4.1 and 4.2, which 

shows the effect of load balancing between MNOs with different switching and transaction costs.  

Figs. 4 and 5 depict how the demand matches the supply while decreasing transaction and switching 

costs. In all the cases, the amount of available network capacity and the average service demand is 

the same. The network topology changes from being overlapped to non-overlapped, as described in 

Fig. 1. The figures show the average amount of capacity, which has been attended and not attended 

from the demand, and the unused capacity from the supply. In addition, traded capacity refers to the 

amount of capacity traded between MNOs, and churn rate describes the average amount of users, in 

percentage, which switched from one MNO to another, at each simulation cycle.  



Fig. 4 shows that lowering transaction and/or switching costs results in higher efficiency in a non-

overlapped as compared with the overlapped topology. This evidences that cooperative strategies 

between MNOs may have a positive impact on the overall achieved efficiency. Note that it could be 

possible to simulate more extreme case for overlapped and non-overlapped network topology. 

However, the scenario described in Fig. 1 is enough to show the effect of network topology on the 

achieved efficiency. Figure 4 also depicts that both types of cost reduction achieve similar 

efficiency in matching mobile demand with network supply; however, they cause a very different 

effect at retail and wholesale levels. While diminishing transaction costs increase the level of traded 

capacity, diminishing switching costs increase the churn rate of users and consequently it decreases 

the retail prices. In addition, both cost reductions exhibit a similar speed in achieving efficiency in 

matching demand with supply. Note that, in practice, the speed depends on how a particular 

technology is deployed (such as defined in Table1). For instance, even though a switching costs 

reduction demands lower investments and may be technically easier, transaction cost reduction is 

preferred by operators. For the switching costs case, the amount of information available for the 

user plays an important role. For instance, if the user changes to the best available operator against 

what he/she perceives as the best operator. This model includes this level of knowledge already in 

the medium level of switching costs, which in practice demands a suitable protocol or solution 

providing high level of automation. For transaction costs, the most demanding effort for MNOs is 

the initial deployment of DSA technologies. After that, transaction costs should gradually decrease 

towards cero. 

 

 



Fig. 4: Separate effect of decreasing transaction costs against switching costs for overlapped and 

non-overlapped network topologies.  

 

 
Fig. 5: Effect of decreasing both costs for overlapped and non-overlapped network topologies. 

 

Fig. 5 shows that efficiency is attained more quickly in a case, in which both costs are reduced at 

the same time. This figure corroborates the non-overlapping topology attains higher efficiency than 

an overlapped one, when reducing both costs. This fact highlights the importance of infrastructure 

cooperation for attaining higher levels of efficiency. In addition, this figure evidences the resulting 

effect on market performance for both cost reductions. In fact, an operator-driven strategy increases 

the level of traded capacity and investment and a user-driven strategy increases retail competition 

and decreases prices. Especially interesting are the development of traded capacity and churn rate 

curves. While traded capacity achieves a high level at medium switching and low transaction costs, 

churn rate radically increases at low switching and transaction costs at traded capacity expenses. 

Even though that the magnitude of this change may depend on a particular user-driven or operator-

driven technology, this evidences the high impact that one or other technology may have on the 

market performance by driving a retail competition or a wholesale trading.      

Depending on the necessity of a particular market, one path may be more beneficial than the other. 

In a market with low investment and QoS levels, an operator-driven efficiency is more suitable, 

while in a market with high prices and low retail competition, user-driven efficiency is more 

suitable. For this reason, these two paths seem to be compatible rather than substitute solutions, 

even though cause similar results in matching mobile demand with network supply.   

5. Discussion 

The simulation results show that mobile networks attain a similar efficiency in matching demand 

with supply either by decreasing switching or transaction costs. Additionally, decreasing switching 

costs stimulates retail competition, whereas decreasing transaction costs stimulates wholesale 

trading. Even though the simulations simplify the reality when defining the cost parameters, the 

magnitude of the results imply robustness to the assumptions. This model only addresses the impact 

of decreasing costs on a predefined market structure, without considering the entrance of new 



operators and the overall impact of these changes on market concentration, investments and price 

levels. However, in its simplicity, this simulation exercise achieves interesting results, which can be 

applied to developing policy implications for mobile markets.   

The simulation results evidence that the mobile network topology, and in concrete, the level of 

overlapping, highly affects the efficiency attained by decreasing transaction and switching costs. 

From this perspective, a mobile market which presents already a high level of trading between 

MNOs can benefit with less effort from decreasing these costs. On the other hand, markets with no 

trading between MNOs, and presumably with a high level of network overlapping, may require 

more effort to achieve efficiency by decreasing these costs.  

The obtained results are relevant given the evolution scenario related to the DSA technologies and 

the multihoming capabilities, which clearly reduce transaction and switching costs, respectively. 

Therefore, regulators should carefully consider the level of switching and transaction costs of their 

mobile market when facilitating the adoption of these technologies. 

While increasing competition has historically been the goal for regulators throughout the globe, the 

optimal level of competition is not always the maximum in industries which are intensive in 

infrastructure investments. Decreasing switching costs is the most cost-effective means of 

enhancing efficiency in matching demand and supply, since it is considerably easier than decreasing 

transaction costs from a technical perspective. However, radically reducing switching costs may 

negatively impact investment, and therefore a gradual reduction of both costs is the most beneficial 

combination. From this perspective, a dynamic wholesale trading achieved through decreasing 

transaction costs may compensate for the negative effects of decreasing switching costs on 

investments, while reaching the most efficient conditions for matching demand and supply.   

In addition, a dynamic wholesale market may attract new entrants, which simultaneously increase 

the overall investment level required to implement new technologies. On the other hand, lowering 

switching costs may also attract new entrants since it lowers entry barriers, but it may additionally 

disincentivize investment if price competition is too high. The overall effect of lowering these costs 

on a specific market should be studied case by case.  

In the following lines, this section briefly analyzes the switching and transaction costs of different 

mobile markets based on available data. Appendix II summarizes the data describing the level of 

these costs for different mobile markets, including Europe, USA, Canada, Latin America, India, 

South Korea and Japan.  

The first table shows variables describing direct switching costs, such as monthly churn rate, share 

of prepaid users from total subscription base (prepaid subscriptions usually imply low switching 

costs), the status of mobile number portability and other variables describing competition such as 

market concentration (HHI
13

), price index, and the average revenue per user (ARPU). The second 

table consists of variables describing transaction costs in terms of trading between operators. These 

variables include the separation between network and service operators, mobile termination rate of 

interconnection, number of MNOs (a higher number of MNOs implies a higher level of trading but 
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also higher coordination requirements), technology neutrality (which indicates the standard 

harmonization), spectrum reselling rights (which facilitates spectrum transactions), infrastructure 

sharing (passive and active elements), and the number of MVNO (the higher the number, the higher 

the trading). These tables depict high diversity in terms of retail competition and wholesale trading 

across mobile markets.  

Nordic countries (specifically Finland, Sweden and Denmark) show high wholesale trading in terms 

of network infrastructure sharing, standard harmonization in mobile networks
14

, low termination 

rate and reselling rights. However, they also show a low number of MVNOs, probably because of 

the size of their markets. At the same time, competition seems to be high, since ARPU and price 

levels are lower than in other European markets, while showing similar levels of investments and 

market concentration. 

The other European countries are also characterized by high trading and high competition levels, 

though lower than in their Nordic neighbors. Among these European markets, the UK shows an 

especially low market concentration, low price index and ARPU level, and a pioneer role in 

infrastructure sharing and spectrum reselling rights, together with an extremely high number of 

MVNOs. This suggests that UK and the Nordic countries presently balances well between retail 

competition and wholesale trading and should continue to attain high efficiency through decreasing 

both switching and transaction costs.  

The USA and Canada show a level of trading lower than European markets in terms of 

infrastructure sharing, standard harmonization, network and service operators separation, however, 

with very low termination rates, a high number of MVNOs and spectrum reselling rights. They also 

have high switching costs in terms of low churn rates, a high ARPU, a low prepaid share and a 

medium level of prices, while reaching almost real-time MNP and low market concentration. In 

addition, they widely practice mobile service bundling. Given the tendency towards decreasing 

transaction costs, the USA and Canada can obtain more benefits from exploring a user-driven 

efficiency.  

In Latin America, the situation differs from a country to another. The level of competition may 

highly vary in terms of market concentration (high in Mexico, average in Chile and low in Brazil) 

and investment level (relatively high in Chile, while low in Brazil and Mexico). However, a low 

ARPU, high prepaid subscription share, medium-to-high level of churn rate with a recent 

deployment of MNP and average level of prices seems to evidence some similarities in terms of 

lowering switching costs. Wholesale network resource trading between operators is low, as 

compared with other markets. Brazil, for instance, still has different mobile network standards. 

However, recent efforts in passive infrastructure sharing and the emergence of MVNOs in several 

markets signal an increase in wholesale trading in recent years. Thus, these markets can be 

described as having low switching costs and higher transaction costs. Given this situation, these 

markets should obtain additional benefits from further decreasing transactions costs. However, they 

may still acquire further benefits from lowering switching costs through user-driven technologies 

for cost sensitive customers. 
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Korea and Japan demonstrate a stronger lack of network resource trading between operators than 

western countries in general, with no or little MVNOs, lack of infrastructure sharing and standard 

harmonization. Japan has a very low churn rate, which indicates high switching costs. However, 

Korea shows a much higher churn rate than Japan. Both countries have a medium level of market 

concentration, very high ARPU in Japan and medium in Korea. In addition, Japan stands on a very 

high investment level and high price index, while Korea presents medium-to-high investment levels 

and medium price index. Finally, both markets show very low share of prepaid subscription. All 

these characteristics are associated with high switching and transaction costs especially in Japan, 

but also in Korea. Given the lack of wholesale trading in the past and the high investment level of 

the markets, these markets may attain efficiency with less effort by decreasing switching costs; 

however, a balanced strategy may be more beneficial in the longer run. 

In India, switching costs are extremely low, with the highest level of churn rate and the lowest 

market concentration, ARPU, investment and price indexes of all analyzed markets of Appendix II. 

At the same time, transaction costs are considerably higher than switching costs. However, it has 

recently put effort to spectrum reselling rights, infrastructure sharing and low termination rates. 

This situation indicates a clear tendency towards user-driven efficiency; however, it also evidences 

the necessity for wholesale trading of network resources to obtain a higher level of QoS. Thus, India 

may achieve a higher level of investment (and consequently QoS) through incentivizing the 

interaction between different mobile networks.  

  

 



Fig. 6: Possible scenarios for a market with three MNOs at different levels of switching and 

transaction costs.  

Based on the analysis performed in this paper, Fig 6 describes four possible scenarios for mobile 

markets in terms of switching and transaction costs. This figure complements the results acquired in 

the previous section, which suggest that the decrease in both transaction costs (operator-driven 

evolution) and switching costs (user-driven evolution) achieves a similar level of efficiency in 

matching mobile demand with network supply (scenarios at bottom-right and upper-left sides), 

resulting in different outcomes at retail and wholesale levels. Therefore, a combined effort of 

decreasing both costs (scenario at upper-right side) may be the most efficient means of optimizing 

market performance, since it stimulates market dynamism at both retail and wholesale levels. 

However, each market should finally decide on its strategy: user-driven against operator-driven 

evolution. 

Even though both wholesale trading and retail competition may produce separately positive results 

for the industry, the combination of these two effects attains the most beneficial scenario. A 

dynamic retail market may obtain additional benefits from a dynamic wholesale market and vice-

versa. Thus, countries with a very high level of retail competition should stimulate a higher level of 

wholesale trading, and on the contrary, countries with a high level of wholesale trading should pay 

attention to their retail competition.        

6. Conclusions  

This study indicates that a decrease in either transaction or switching costs attains a similar 

efficiency in matching user demand with network supply. However, they produce different effects 

in terms of retail competition and wholesale trading. In addition, decreasing transaction costs is 

considerably more demanding than decreasing switching costs, from technical and regulatory 

perspectives.  

While decreasing switching costs intensify retail competition, decreasing transaction costs stimulate 

the wholesale trading of network resources. This suggests that mobile markets with a high level of 

retail prices may benefit the most from decreasing switching costs, and consequently, the markets 

with a low level of investments may benefit the most by decreasing transaction costs. See in Table 2 

a summary of the effects of decreasing transaction and switching costs.   

Table 2: Summary of the observations. 

 Decrease transaction costs Decrease switching costs 

Facilitated by DSA operator-driven 

technologies 

Multi-SIM, multihoming, user-

driven technologies 

Ability to adjust the supply High High 

Investment required High Low 

Main impact Increase wholesale trading Increase retail competition 

Allow new entrants? Yes Yes 

Willingness of incumbent Medium Low 



In other words, both DSA technologies and multihoming capabilities play a complementary role in 

the mobile market, rather than being a substitute to each other, since both retail competition and 

wholesale trading are needed to attain maximum market performance. From this perspective, these 

technologies bring regulators two separate tools to affect the level of retail competition and 

wholesale trading of mobile markets. However, the easiness of introducing a new technology highly 

depends on the type of market and may turn out to be challenging. In fact, the choice of user-driven 

against operator-driven technologies is highly affected by path dependence. This means that when a 

market achieves a certain level of efficiency by means of specific technologies and regulations, the 

incentives for attaining further efficiency through the other means are reduced.    

Finally, regulators should consider the current structure of their mobile markets, in terms of 

switching and transaction costs, when facilitating the introduction of new DSA technologies and 

multihoming capabilities. In practice, some European markets show a balanced combination 

between low switching and transaction costs, and they require less effort to continue stimulating 

both retail competition and wholesale trading. Some other emerging markets, such as India, with 

extremely low switching costs, may benefit the most by decreasing transaction costs and exploiting 

wholesale trading of network resources more dynamically. In this same line, other countries with 

low switching costs and lack of wholesale trading, such as some Latin American markets, should 

attain a higher level of efficiency through decreasing transaction costs. Countries with high 

transaction and switching costs, such as Japan and, at a lower level, USA and Canada, have more 

freedom to choose their most suitable strategy, but they, however, may experience a longer path 

towards a higher level of efficiency. In any case, all markets should develop both retail competition 

and wholesale trading by decreasing both costs.  
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Appendices 

 

Appendix I 

Simulation parameters 

Number of MNOs 3 

Number of base stations per MNO 4 

Number of users 60 

User mean traffic randomly changes with the 

following values 

5, 10, 15, 20, 25 Mbps (Poison distribution) 

Capacity of each base station 80 Mbps 

Simulation Area 2 kms x 2 kms 

Coverage radius of each base station 0.5 km 

User randomly moves at speed 2.5 km/h 

Each cycle represents (1 tick equals to) 3 min 

Number of cycles per simulation 10000 

  

 

 

Appendix II 

 

http://www.trai.gov.in/trai/upload/PressReleases/447/recom11apr07.pdf


List of selected countries with variables describing competition and user switching costs. Sources: 

OECD Communications Outlook 2011, ITU (2012), Wireless Matrix 2011, ITU (2014, a & b) and 

TRAI (2012).  

Countries 

 

 

Market 

(HHI
15

) 

Mobile 

monthly 

ARPU
16

  

 (USD) MNP 

(days) 

Churn rate 

(% 

monthly) 

Cellular 

investment 

per capita 

per year 

(USD) 

Price 

(USD 

per 

minute) 

Fraction of 

prepaid 

subscriptions 

(%) 

Australia 0,3002 48 1 1,90 47,56 0,19 44 

Brazil 0,2452 13 3 3,10 13,32 0,54 82 

Canada 0,2916 52 0 1,60 79,97 0,34 21 

Chile 0,3311 17 1 2,80 44,27 0,36 73 

China 0,4456 10 NA 3,30 28,93 0,16 87 

Denmark 0,3074 36 1 3,70 58,60 0,09 15 

Finland 0,3320 32 5 1,60 34,33 0,14 10 

France 0,3200 36 3 2,00 54,21 0,36 27 

Germany 0,2845 23 6 2,20 37,02 0,31 56 

India 0,1857 3 7 5,80 6,05 0,04 95 

Italy 0,2920 23 3 2,10 67,44 0,29 85 

Japan 0,3477 84 NA 0,60 134,49 0,63 1 

Korea  0,3868 31 NA 3,10 61,22 0,32 2 

Mexico 0,5539 16  2,90 5,93 0,27 88 

Netherlands 0,3890 39 3 2,40 56,22 0,36 39 

New 

Zealand 0,5162 21 1 2,40 27,99 0,40 66 

Spain 0,3248 33 5 2,30 45,53 0,32 41 

Sweden 0,3102 18 5 1,40 32,98 0,17 38 

United 

Kingdom 0,1726 17 1 2,70 44,93 0,20 59 

United 

States 0,2473 47 0 1,80 77,91 0,39 22 
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List of selected countries with variables describing the level of trading between operators and other 

parameters describing transaction costs. 

Countries 

Separatio

n of 

network 

and 

service 

operators 

Termin

ation 

rate 

(USD) 

Numb

er of 

MNO

s 

Technolo

gy 

neutralit

y  

Reselli

ng 

rights 

Infra 

sharing 

(active 

elements

) 

Infra 

sharing 

(pasive 

elements) 

Numbe

r of 

MVNO

s 

Australia No 0,0930 3 No Yes Yes Yes 40 

Brazil No 0,1839 5 Yes No No Yes 2 

Canada No 0,0000 5 Yes Yes Yes Yes 11 

Chile No 0,1650 4 No No No Yes 6 

China No 0,0096 3 Yes No No Yes 11 

Denmark Yes 0,0629 4 Yes Yes No Yes 1 

Finland Yes 0,0625 3 No No Yes Yes 1 

France Yes 0,0426 4 No Yes No Yes 18 

Germany Yes 0,0477 4 No No Yes Yes 2 

India No 0,0044 10 Yes No No Yes 1 

Italy Yes 0,0938 4 No No No Yes 15 

Japan No 0,1126 3 Yes No No No 0 

Korea  No 0,0285 3 Yes No No No 0 

Mexico No 0,0327 5 Yes No No Yes 0 

Netherlands Yes 0,0597 5 No Yes No Yes 50 

New 

Zealand No 0,0570 3 No Yes No Yes 7 

Spain Yes 0,0568 4 No Yes Yes Yes 20 

Sweden Yes 0,0421 4 No Yes Yes Yes 3 

United 

Kingdom Yes 0,0429 4 No Yes Yes Yes 30 

United 

States No 0,0007 6 Yes Yes No Yes 43 
 


